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There are potentially enormous cost implications for local government of preparing agreements, administering the system and potentially assisting property owners in the maintenance or repair of their property. If agreement cannot be reached and a Council wanted to protect a property, it would have to compulsorily acquire it. There would also be potential for the system to be abused with property owners delaying normal maintenance on their properties until agreement can be reached with Councils to pay for it.

Introducing voluntary agreements as the mechanism for protecting heritage properties would lead to a situation where heritage controls will only exist based on the ability for municipalities to pay.

3.         Heritage Areas and Conservation Agreements
The proposed sharp distinction between heritage areas (continue with present planning scheme system) and individual properties (voluntary agreements) will create a two tier heritage system that is open to abuse (eg Councils may amalgamate individual properties into precincts wherever possible).

Concern over the loss of heritage properties
Under the recommendations in the draft report, there is a high likelihood that a great number of important local heritage places may be lost because owners do not consent to an agreement, and it would be difficult for local governments to justify the purchase of every property in this situation. This situation would be most critical for smaller and rural municipalities who may not be able to afford to enter into such agreements for a large number of places.

5.    Lets improve the system we have got
The report is predicated on the assumption that regulatory control is at the root of problems suffered by heritage property owners. Therefore, the Commission concludes, get rid of the controls, rather than tackle the area which probably causes the most grief to owners of heritage properties - how planning controls are applied. Surely a better way to deal with this would be to improve planning approval processes relating to heritage properties. The City of Glen Eira has been instrumental in discussing such 'streamlining' initiatives with the State Government and implementing its own system improvements (see above).



In addition, the report fails to acknowledge that there are genuine benefits associated with heritage protection such as:

·	Increased property values over time due to protection
·	Ability for the planning system to allow otherwise prohibited uses
·	Access to grants
·	Access to free heritage advice
·	Benefits to local economies e.g. tourism
A more balanced approach would be to require Council's proposing heritage controls to go to further lengths to justify:

·	The significance of the place and;
·	The ability of the Council to support the owner through - an efficient planning system, access to advice etc,

To this end, Councils with existing heritage controls could be required to conduct periodic reviews of the controls to demonstrate the above.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the present planning and heritage system in Victoria has tools available, or can be readily adapted, to achieve improvements in relation to the fundamental aims (or criteria) that underpin the Productivity Commission's draft report. The Commission's proposals would bring radical change to this system. Any change needs to be carefully framed to ensure that more is gained than lost, compared to the present system - the benefits of the proposals must demonstrably exceed the costs. The draft report does not meet this criterion. It foreshadows the dismantling of a system that has been built up over half a century and a legislative regime which in Victoria is over 30 years old. Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater! The problem is not with the controls but the way that they are administered.

I thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on this very important issue and look forward to hearing from the Commission in response to the submissions made.

Yours sincerely
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